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1. INTRODUCTION 
The equations governing the evolution of a material near the equilibrium 
state are a particular case of the equations governing small deformations 
superposed on a large deformation. In the viscoelastic ase these equations 
are the same ones that govern the natural state and they were studied by 
Dafermos [l]. The situation is not the same for thermoelastic ase. In fact, 
the energy equation is more complex than when we consider the natural 
state [l]. In the general case the equations were established by Iegan [2] 
and Navarro and the author [3] established an existence and uniqueness 
theorem for these equations. The goal of this paper is to study what hap- 
pens to asymptotic behaviour when we impose some conditions over the 
material coefficients at equilibrium state. The technic follows the ideas of 
Dafermos [ 11. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC EQUATIONS 
Let g be a body in an equilibrium state. We suppose that &? occupies a 
bounded regular domain 0, of R" with boundary a&?,, that is a bounded 
domain of the n-dimensional (n = 1, 2, or 3) euclidean point space such 
that the Green-Gauss formula is applicable [4]. 
We take Q, as a reference configuration and the particles of B are iden- 
tified with their referential position XE 52,. The displacement of the body is 
given by u(X, t) and the increment of temperature 0(X, t) is given by the 
difference of temperatures between the secondary state and the primary 
state [S] (equilibrium in our case). 
We suppose that the material is thermoelastic. In this case Iesan [2] 
established the evolution equations 
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T-7 = Div @ k 
where p(X) is the mass density in the reference configurations and T(X) is 
the temperature in the reference configuration. The constitutive equations 
are given by 
D = @[Vu] - B6 
‘i = B[Vu] + A8 (2) 
@ = H[Vu] + A48 + K[w?]. 
If we introduce the constitutive relations in the evolution equations, we 
obtain the system 
ii =i Div(@[Vu] - BH) 
(3) 
d=-&Div(H[Vu]+MO+K[VO])-fB[VG] 
which we supplement with the boundary conditions 
u=o on ~22~~ 
(4) 
8=0 on ?Q,. 
Navarro and the author proved that (3) (4) is a well-posed problem if 
we make the following hypothesis: 
(a) All the coefficients are Lebesgue measurable and essentially 
bounded fields on !Z2,. 
(b) O<p,dessinf,.,,p(X)desssu~,~.,,,p(X)dp~ 
(cl ess inf,, R. A(X)> A,>0 
(d) There exists a positive constant 6 > 0 such that 
1 [VU] C[Vu] dV2 6 j” [Vu]. [Vu] dV for all n E [C,“(Q,,)]“. 
” R,l QII 
(e) The symmetric part, [R] of the thermal conductivity tensor [K] 
is such that there exist a constant o > 0 and 
s f [WI . f=qVO] dV>, to j [VQ] [VO] dV for all 8 E C,;-(R,). % Qo 
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The evolution equations were considered in the Sobolev space 
with the norm (energy) 
((U,u,e),(U,V,e))=;j ([Vu]~C[Vu]+pu~u+Ae2)dv. 
Ro 
In Z? were considered the operator 
where lis the identity (5) 
Fu=iDiv(C[Vu]); 
L~=;~Div(H[vu]); 
NV= -f B[Vv] 
and the domain 
D(d)= [w2x’n w;ynx [w$2]Hx 
Now, our problem can be rewritten 
[ w*,* AWi’]. 
EO = $ Div( - SO); 
GB=-&Div(MB+K[VB]) 
In [7] the author proved that if 
(I) HE0 
(6) 
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where a is the Poincare constant of the region 52, and o was introduced in 
addition to (e), then the operator ral is the infinitesimal generator of a con- 
tractive semigroup. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS RESULTS 
Let d be the infinitesimal generator of a contractions semigroup in 
which the only fixed point is 0. (~4~ ‘0 = { 0} ). Then we can remember the 
following result [ 11. 
THEOREM 1. [f (I- JZZ’) ’ is a compact operator, then for all u E H 
(1) The orbit of u is precompact. 
(2) o(u) # 0’ is connected, compact, minimal and equi-almost periodic 
under U and we have I/( t)u + o(u) when t -+ CC. 
(3) There exists a group li of isometries defined on the closed subspace 
of H generated by ?&o(u), which coincides with U on ??&o(u). 
If the set w(u) is equi-almost periodic under U, then we can use the Bohr 
approximation theorem [S] in our case. Then for all 2; E w(u) there exists a 
series 
ti( t)u - 1 e”l’GK 
k 
(7) 
which is an uniform approximation to U(t)u, where CD, E 2 are the eigen- 
vectors of A^ with eigenvalues Ak E R, i.e., 
iiQk = ii.,@,. (8) 
From (7) and (8) o(u)=0 if and only if the unique solution to Eq. (8) is 
the null solution. 
4. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Before the statement and proof of the main theorem, we need two lem- 
mas. From now on, we suppose that hypotheses (a) to (e) (1) and (II) are 
satisfied. 
LEMMA 1. The only fixed point of the semigroup u(t) is the point 0. 
’ (w(u) is the -limit set of the orbit of u. 
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Proof: Clearly this is equivalent to ~2 -‘O = (0). Let (u, u, Q) be such 
that &‘(u, u, 0) = 0. 
Using hypotheses (I) and (II) we obtain 8 = 0. Then d -‘(u, u, 0) = 0 tell 
us 
v=o 
Div( C [Vu] ) = 0. 
If we multiply the last equation by Vu and use hypothesis (d) we have 
Vu=0 and then u=O. 
LEMMA 2. (I- d) ’ is a compact operator. 
Proof In fact we can consider (ti”‘), ticn’, &‘) a bounded sequence in 
2. As d generates a contractive semigroup, there exists a sequence 
(ucn), u’“), 0”‘)) such that 
If we introduce the first equation into the others we obtain 
where gp) = ficn) +C(n) and gy’ = 0”‘) - Nfi’“‘. We observe that (gjn), gp)) is 
bounded in [L,(Q,)]” x L,(Q2,) because ~4’~’ is bounded in [ W~2(S20)]n. 
Let (., .) denote conveniently weighted Lz inner products, and consider 
the bilinear form B[(u,@), (ti,f?)]= ((((I-F)u-EB), -Nu+(I-M)B), 
(~2, 0)). An easy calculation gives us B[(u(“), 8”“), (~2, @] 6 Cll(t;, d)il,;,,,. 
But, because B is coercitive, we have 
B[(d”‘, e’“‘), (U (n), e@J)] d CC’(B[(~‘~~‘, p)), (u(‘z), e(‘1))])1/2. 
Then 
B[(u”, e(n)), (u’“‘, B@‘)] <(cc’)*. (9) 
Because B gives an equivalent norm in [ 14’$2(Q,)]” x W,!,~2(Q,) we have 
that the sequence (u’“‘, Qcn’) is bounded in this space. We can apply the 
compactness of the injection of W$” into L, [6] and we obtain a con- 
vergent partial (zPk), e(nkJ) in [L2(Q0)]” x L2(RO). Clearly this sequence is 
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Cauchy one in [ I#‘$‘]” x W$’ and for this reason the sequence is con- 
vergent in [ Wt’]” x W$‘. Applied in a similar way u(~‘) = uni - ~7’ has a 
partial with limit in [L2]“. Then the partial (z.Pjk, vnjk, Bnjk) is convergent 
in H. Now we can establish 
THEOREM 2. Let coo= (u,, II,,, 0,) be an element in D(.Fg) und U(t)o, = 
(u(t), u(t). Q(t)), then we have 
8(t) + 0 when t -+ a in L, 
and 
u(t)-+Owhent+cc in WA.> 
v(t) -+ 0 when t -+ cc in L2 
Div( Cc [Vu] ) + pv’u = 0 in 52, 
B[Vu] = 0 in Q,, 
u=Oin?fl, 
Proof To prove this theorem we have to study the structure of the (IJ- 
limit sets. To do that we have to study the equation 
A^$ = ivq5, (10) 
where a is the infinitesimal generator of the group c. We have to find the 
domain of a. By theorem (ati(f ti(t)ll/) = t(d/dt) llti(t)~/il’ = 0. 
Taking t = 0, if $ E~W(U) we obtain 
<&,to=o. 
Let $ = (u, c, 0) be, we have 
Using hypothesis (II) we obtain 0 = 0. If we consider 
Y’={(u,v,R)EH~O=O} we have COo(W,)cHc2? where H is the 
minimal linear subspace where COw( W,,) lies. But o(A) c H. then 
D(A) c 9. 
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Then we see that 0(t) + 0 in L, when t + co. Now, Eq. (10) can be 
rewritten as 
Introducing the second equation into first we have the system (8). 
Remark 1. If the system (8) has only the trivial solution, we obtain 
o(oO) = 0 and u(t) --P 0 in WA,2 and u(t) + 0 in L, when t + co. 
Generically the behaviour of the solutions is asymptotically stable, but 
there are some examples [ 1,9] in which the geometry of the body allows 
the existence of isothermal, isochoric, and undampt oscillations. 
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